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ELF CARD

SUPPLIES
Card: Solid cardstocks-Red 5.5” x 8.5”, Green 4.25” x 5.5”, White 4.25” x 5.5”
Legs; .5” x 6” Doodlebug stripes 30156887
Shoes; 5” x 5” Cardstock red, 3” x 3” Glitter cardstock red and green
Strips top of card; 1.5” x 4” Solid red, .5” x 4” Polka dots Doodlebug 30156886
12” - 5/8 Satin edge sheer-red 30114963
Glue dot mini 30001510
Meriken double-stick tape 3/16” 30013283
TOOLS
Nestabilities die Labels One (use 3” label) 30099557
1” Circle punch 30028719
1.5” Scallop circle punch 30090341 or Flower punch 30028733
3/8” Circle punch 30136619
Border punch of your choice
Scissors
Paper trimmer
Big Shot machine

ELF CARD
INSTRUCTIONS
Shoes: Use the Big Shot machine and Nestabilities
die 3” Label One to cut out shape from the 5” x 5”
red cardstock. Cut shape in half, then quarter pieces.
Use the 1” circle punch to punch out notch to create
elf’s shoes. Fig 1.

Legs: Cut Doodlebug stipe paper strip in half. You
will need two pieces size .5” x 3”. Glue shoes to
legs. Fig 2.

Ruffles: Use the 1.5” scallop circle punch or flower
punch to punch out 1 red and 1 green cardstocks.
Cut shape in half, and then trim the top. Glue to the
elf’s leg. Fig 3.

Use the boarder punch to punch the 1.5” x 4” piece of the red cardstock. Glue the .5” x 4”
Polka dots paper on top.
Card: Fold 5.5” x 8.5” red card stock in half. Take the 4.25” x 5.5” piece of the green
cardstock trim off 1/8”, trim white cardstock 1/4” off. Place green cardstock on top of the card,
use double-stick tape to adhere. Position elf legs and embellishing pieces on top of the white
card stock, glue in place. Glue the white cardstock on top of the card.
Make 2 bows from the ribbon, use the glue dots to glue to elf’s legs.
Punch 2 circle from the 5/8” circle punch, glue to tips of shoes.
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